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header/footer) to a specific area of the document.  For these templates, it is recommended 

that only ñSection Break: Next Pageò be used.  To insert a ñSection Break: Next Pageò, 

go to the Page Layout ribbon and click on ñBreaksò in the Page Setup section.  The fourth 

option down is ñSection Break: Next Pageò. 

When inserting a Section Break, the new section will inherit all the properties of 

the previous section.  So if a page number in the footer was formatted to ñStart at 1ò, the 

new section would also ñStart at 1ò for the page number in the footer.  Keep this in mind 

when inserting new sections and check to make sure that you correct/update any format 

to the margins, landscape/portrait layout, and header/footer as needed. 

1.3 
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You will now see your new style listed in the style pane and can use or modify it 

at your leisure. 

1.4 Quickparts 
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Equation number: Places a new line with the Equation style with a tab, 

placeholder box for equations, another tab, then SEQ field code for 

equation numbering. 

Figure: Creates a line with the images style and a box for loading images, then a 

line with the figure title style and a box for typing a figure title, and finally 

a line with the figure notes style with a box for inserting figure notes. 

Figure continued:  Like Figure, but replaces line for figure title with a line that 

has a STYLEREF field to the previous figure title line and the word 

ñ(continued)ò 
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Rebuild appendix a:  creates a copy of the original template Appendix A divider 

page.. 

Rebuild 
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Tab.  The Replace tool can be found on the Home Ribbon in the Editing section.  This is 

a very powerful tool in that you can have it search and replace text, formats, styles, 

special charact1crtafles, 
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2.1.1.4 Degree 

In the line ñfor the Degree of <Degree>ò, Degree is another content control 

box(specifically a list box).  Click on the Degree control and select an appropriate degree 

type 





http://catalog.msstate.edu/graduate/faculty/
http://catalog.msstate.edu/graduate/faculty/
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2.1.6 Acknowledgements 

This page is optional.  Simply replace the default body text.  If you wish to 

remove the Acknowledgements page, but are keeping the Dedication page, simply 
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2.2.2 Headings 

When you are ready to have a heading, simply type the title for the heading and 

then apply the appropriate heading level style to it (1st through 5th level heading).  This 

will automatically space your subheadings appropriately, so you will not need to add any 

blank lines manually.  Note:  headinJ�OHYHOV�PD\�QRW�EH�³VNLSSHG´���+HDGLQJV�DUH�OLNH�

outline levels, so if you use a 3rd level heading, then there must exists prior a 2nd level 

heading to which it relates (and a 1st level heading for which the 2nd relates). 

2.2.2.1 Additional Instruction for Appendices Headings in Templates C, and C 
with Schemes
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¶ Set the format for the schemeôs line to the ñImagesò style 

¶ Next, insert your scheme.  Make sure your scheme is not wider than 6ò.  It 
is also recommended that you use an image type (jpeg, gif, png, etc.) 
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2.2.5.1 Schemes that Span Multiple Pages 

 

First, only schemes that are longer than one page in length may be split.  Smaller 

schemes must be moved to avoid splitting, which may leave a large a only schemes that are longe
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2.2.6 Inserting Equations 

 

These templates do not automatically number equation entries (except through use 

of the quickpart above).  Equations are either numbered sequentially throug



http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=SYZi8T_bVpU
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2.3.1 One Reference Section 

The References page is pre-formatted.  Change the title from ñReferencesò if 

desired.  Finally, replace default text with your actual references.  The only format 

2.2.3.1   
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¶ Create a Section Break (Next Page) at the end of the previous Appendix 
section.   

¶ Create two(2) blank lines (using Hard Returns)  

¶ 
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Use ñ
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CHAPTER III 

PREPARING TO SUBMIT 

3.1 Finishing touches 

First, scroll through your document and make sure that the page numbering is 

consistent and does not restart or skip values. 
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3.2.1 Printing to .pdf 

The first method, printing to .pdf, is the fastest method.  First, select ñAdobe 
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trouble with any of these templates, please contact the Office of Thesis and Dissertation 

Format Review.  
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